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Let p.iy) denote a Borel-Stieltjes measure on the d-dimensional

coordinate space Ed and let its support 5 be compact. Assume further

that

f dpiy) = 1.
J s

A function m(x) =m(xi, x2, • • • , x</) defined and, to avoid technicali-

ties, continuous in a region D of Ed is said to satisfy the mean value

property with respect to piy) if for all xED we have

(1) m(x) =   I m(x + ty)dpiy)
J s

for all sufficiently small t. For example, the characteristic feature of

the ordinary harmonic functions is that they satisfy the mean value

property with respect to the homogeneous distribution on the unit

sphere.

It has been shown [4], [6] that functions satisfying a mean value

property are harmonic in some sense; however, unless the given mass

is of a very special nature it is difficult even to decide whether or not

the space of functions satisfying the mean value property with re-

spect to it is infinite dimensional. Results in this topic are to be found

in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8].
Our main result here is a proof that whenever piy) is a nondegen-

erate product mass the space of functions satisfying the mean value

property with respect to piy) is necessarily finite dimensional. "Non-

degenerate" here is to mean that the support of the measure is not

contained in a hyperplane through the origin. In particular as a

corollary we obtain that the spaces of functions satisfying the mean

value property with respect to homogeneous distribution on squares,

rectangles and more generally on ^-dimensional parallelepipedons

are finite dimensional. The latter results are new for d^3.

The starting point in establishing these facts is the following result

established by A. Friedman and W. Littman [6] and indirectly also

by L. Flatto [4].
Basic criterion.  The space of functions satisfying the mean value
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property with respect to u(y) is finite dimensional if and only if the

polynomials

(2) P.tti, fc, • • • , fc) =  f (fcy, Ar hy2 + • • • + hya)ndu(y) (n ^ 1)
^ s

have no root in common other than (0, 0, • • • , 0).

The condition expressed by this criterion can be transformed into

a more convenient one. If we multiply the nth polynomial in (2) by

(it)n/n\, where / is a complex parameter, and sum from 0 to oo we

obtain the expression

/ei(hn+hv2+-- ■+Uvd)tdp.(y)

S

which is none other than the Fourier transform

A(uh u2, ■ ■ ■ , ud) =   I  eHaiyi+uM+---+udVd)dp.(y)

J s

of the measure p.(y) evaluated at the point

(«1, «2,   •   •   •  ,  Ud)   =   (/£l, /fc,   ■   ■   ■  , /fc).

It is easy to see that the basic criterion can be reformulated as

follows:

"The space of functions satisfying the mean value property with

respect to u(y) is infinite dimensional if and only if for some complex

vector (£i, fc • • • , fc) 9* (0, 0, ■ ■ ■ , 0) we have

(3) A(tfi, *fc, • • • , /fc) = 1

for all complex t."1

We are now in a position to establish our result. In fact, suppose

u(y) is the product of ^(yi). V^yt), • • • . Md(y<j) and set for con-

venience

e^mN(yA.
-»

Assume, if possible, that there is a nontrivial vector (£i, £2, • • • , fc)

for which (3) holds and let J = {j:£j9*0}. From (3) we then get

(4) 1 =. UAj(th)Vt.
_ ieJ

1 This formulation, which was known to us since April, 1961, was independently

noticed also by L. Flatto [5].
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We thus conclude that none of the functions Ay(w) for jEJ ever

vanishes. From the compactness of the mass piy) we deduce that

Ay(«) is entire of order one. Thus from the Hadamard factorization

theorem it follows that for jEJ

A/w) = eA'u+B>:

On the other hand by the very definition of these functions each Aj

is pure imaginary and each Bi may be taken equal to one. We can

thus write

(5) Aj(w) = eiaiu       j E J-

Substituting back in (4) we obtain

(6) Z *& = 0.
ye/

Note then that (5) means that Pjiy/) is a unit mass concentrated

at the point y,- = a;-. Hence equation (5) upon taking real (or imagi-

nary) parts gives an equation

Z yt Re h = 0        (orzZ yi Im & = o)

satisfied by every point of the support of piy). In other words piy)

must be a degenerate measure.
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